Abstract. Authentication mechanism is generally required on systems which need safety and privacy. In common, typed username and password are used and applied in authentication system. However, this type of authentication has been identified to have many weaknesses. In order to overcome the problem, many proposed authentication system based on human voice as unique characteristics of human. We implement Dynamic Time Warping algorithm to compare human voice with reference voice as the authentication process. The testing results show that the speech similarity of the speech recognition average is 86.785%.
Introduction
Smart home systems are built based on computer and information technology to control and automate appliances [1] . There are varieties of task that monitors and controls smart home peripheral through the use of computer [2] , web browser or smartphone [3] . One of key area in smart home system development is related to its safety. An example is user access limitation to control smart home peripheral. In order to limit the user access, generally authentication process is performed to verify the user with the specific rights. There are varieties of mechanism to perform authentication process e.g. using Personal Identification Number (PIN), password or smart ID cards. However, that kind of authentication mechanism has been studied and explained that they have weaknesses [4] .
The use of biometric parameter of human with unique characteristics have been an interesting topics in authentication mechanism [5] [6] . One of the popular biometric to be used as authentication is using voice. Human voice is generated mainly by lungs, vocal cords, and articulation. Human voice is known to have unique characteristics from person to person. Therefore, many researches have been proposed to use human voice as authentication input and reference [7] [8] .
Authentication process which is based on human voice uniqueness is generally related to speaker recognition and speaker verification. Both terms aims to differentiate p-ISSN: 2540-9433; e-ISSN: 2540-9824 the speaker from other speaker. However, speaker recognition, or speaker identification aims mainly to recognize who is speaking from set of population. Meanwhile, speaker verification aims mainly to "verify" the input voice whether it is matched with the referenced voice or not. Thus, speaker verification can be used to authenticate and verify the speaker identity as part of the security process [9] .
We proposed the design of speaker verification which is based on feature matching using dynamic time warping algorithm which was implemented using graphical programming. In feature matching, we record the main voice as the reference signal and then extract its features. Later in authentication process, another voice as input command will be matched with the reference signal and calculate their degree of similarity.
Research Methods
The proposed design system block diagram is shows on figure 1. In the initial step, we store set of voice features which were extracted using MFCC as reference signal. In the feature extraction process itself contain several sub process, such as signal preprocessing and feature extraction itself using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). Later, when the authentication process happens, the stored features will be compared with another input voice in form of sequence of features. The comparison method used Dynamic Time Warping algorithm and the score will be used to verify the correct user. 
Preprocessing Stages
The preprocessing stages starts with pre-emphasis on voice signal to suppress high frequency parts on the signal by applying FIR filter. Next, the voice signal needs to be separated in small frames since voice signal is known as non-stationary signal. The framing process cuts the voice signal into about 10ms frame segments. Then, for each segment, windowing process will be applied to reduce error from overlapping segment during framing process. Finally, energy detection will be performed on each frame to see whether the frame contains pronunciation or not [10] .
Feature Extraction Stages
The main task in feature extraction stages is to extract feature information from both reference voice and input voice. The feature extraction process was start with calculating Fast Fourier Transform on each frame. The ultimate task on feature extraction is calculating Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) on each frame [11] . These coefficients will be stored as voice features.
Feature Matching and Scoring Stages
In general, every person have different rate of speaking speed. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is known to be able to normalize and find best alignment between two signals. In our case, we will use DTW to find best matching score between reference voice features and input voice features. Figure 2 shows the pseudo code of DTW algorithm. As we can see in the DTW pseudo code, we also need to calculate Euclidean distance between two points, which is the point of the input and reference points. D=initializearray(0,n,r); //initializearray //DTWaligning algorithm: result=DTWalign(localcostmatrix,n,D,r); return result; }
Fig. 2. Dynamic Time Warping pseudo code
The DTW function needs two parameters as input; textsequence and referencesequence. For each text sequence, Euclidean distance is calculated (row 5-16) and the process is repeated for all text sequence (loop in row 3). After that, an array is build based on number of row from textsequence and referencesequence (row 22). Finally, it calls another function named DTWalign to calculate the best alignment (row 25).
In the DTW pseudo code, we need to call another function to calculate the best alignment. The function is called "DTWalign". The pseudo code of the DTW alignment calculation is shown in Figure 3 . algorithm between both arrays of textsequence and referencesequence. Finally, after finding the minimum best alignment (row 16), it returns back the value (row 19).
Result and Discussion

3.1
Code Implementation We implemented the pseudo code of DTW algorithm in graphical programming using Lab-VIEW. Lab-VIEW is dataflow based graphical programming which was made by National Instruments. Lab-VIEW can automatically compile codes into multiple threads or cores which can makes it runs faster than single thread or sequential operation [12] . In the stored voice features, we recorded and stored one word as an example of command. Later, an input voice as testing command was recorded and extracted as voice features. After getting both voice features, DTW perform its function on both signal. The DTW will normalize the variation of speaking rate by finding the best alignment between two different signals. As part of its operation, DTW will use Euclidean distance to calculate distance between points in both signals. The output of this process is percentage degree of signal alignment. When both signals have best alignment, it means they have higher degree of similarity. Thus, it can be concluded that they were pronounced by the same speaker. Figure 4 shows the implementation of DTW algorithm and Euclidean distance calculation. for similarity is 80%. Thus, when the similarity percentage is below 80%, the authentication process will be failed. Figure 5 shows result front panel.
(a) (b) Fig. 4 . Result front panel (a) when it is > 80% similarity (b) when it is < 80% similarity
3.2
Testing and Analysis The system was testing by connecting a microphone with a computer that has installed lab-VIEW program. The system was tested using two scenarios.
The first scenario, aims to test the system's speech similarity in recognizing speaker voice similarity percentage with the dictionary. This scenario provides the voice input "hello" on the system by a speaker 20 times. The testing results of percentage of speech similarity by the same speaker are shows in table 1. The second scenario aims to verify the voice. The system was tested by four people who each provide speech input "hello" for 5 times. The system displays the percentage of similarity of sound. The authentication system processes are marked with LED lights. The testing results of percentage of speech similarity by the different speaker are shows in table 2. 
Conclusions
